REGULARS

04 COVER LOOK
08 EDITOR'S NOTE
10 FEMAIL
12 COVET
13 FEMALEMAG.COM.MY
17 MOODBOARD
151 STOCKIST
152 #TEAMFEMALE

FASHION

24 FASHION BEAT
Comfy knits, chunky cuffs, trendy waist belts and our cool shade of the month, Blue Stone, are taking over the fashion scene.

29 TRENDING NOW: IT'S ABOUT TIME
Searching for that perfect timepiece? We've got dazzling picks for you to make a statement!

30 STYLE HACK: LIGHTLY COATED
Three easy-peasy ways for you to enjoy layering in our warm climate.

31 STYLE EDIT: TRÈS CHIC THROWBACK
Exude cool-girl vibes with the latest vintage-looking goodies that we're lovin' right now!

32 STYLEPHILE: COMFORT WITH AN EDGE
Move easy in style, just like our It girl of the month, Amanda Lew who's here to show us how to rock the trends and live in comfort simultaneously.

38 FASHION SPREAD: OF SUITS & STUFF
If polished and androgynous tailoring is on your mind, you'll want to check this spread out!
BEAUTY

66 BEAUTY BUZZ
Hot beauty ingredients to look out for, moisturising goodness for any skin type and a new fragrance that’ll simply mesmerise you!

70 BEAUTY INSIDER: GREEN & CLEAN
Get to know what UK brand BYBI Beauty is all about.

72 HOT HAIR: DELICATE PLAITS
Find out how incorporating tiny braids into your hairstyle can make a big difference to your look.

73 BEAUTY EDIT: CREAM OF THE CROP
From the kitchen to your beauty stash, discover which natural ingredients are great to eat and use on your skin.

75 TRENDING NOW: SEAS THE DAY!
Going beyond just hair products, sea salts have made it into skincare and bodycare too. View our picks here!

82 BEAUTY SPREAD: ETHEREAL WONDER
Don’t think pastels can make you look edgy? This spread will prove you wrong.

FEATURES & LIFESTYLE

90 Q&A: ASK ELAINE
Our Digital Writer tells you about the latest stuff in Kuala Lumpur and beyond.

92 MOVIE: J. LO STEALS THE SHOW
Jennifer Lopez reveals what she had to physically endure to play the role of Ramona in Hustlers.

94 EASY FOOD: GREEN GOODNESS
Four simple ways to enjoy kale and make the best out of every part of it.

97 #MYSUPERFEMALE: SHE BELIEVED SHE COULD...
...so she did! Read all about the 45 outstanding Malaysian women that you nominated for our new batch of SuperFEMALEs this year.

145 FEATURE: CONTEMPORARY ART COMING TO LIGHT
Everything you need to know about the emerging culture and what you can expect to see in Malaysia.